NSS Books–For You or a Gift for a Friend
New! Full Color–Children’s Book

The Hidden World of Caves


Ronal C. Kerbo
This full-color book is
an introduction to caves
for children and young
adults.
It asks: When you
hear the word cave,
what comes to mind?
Darkness? Mystery?
A scary place? Bats? Snakes? Are
caves important? What are they used
for? Are they dangerous?
As you read this book, we hope
you’ll discover the answers to these
questions and more, in the hidden world
beneath the earth.
Paperback, full color, 48 p. $ 10.
Member $9.00.

ON ROPE
North American
Vertical Rope Techniques


Bruce Smith and Allen Padgett
For: • Caving • Search
and Rescue • Firefighting • Rope Rescue • Rock
Climbing • Mountaineering • Window Cleaning • Arborists
• Event Rigging.
On Rope has gained
worldwide recognition
as the most authoritative book on single rope
techniques (SRT). Heavily illustrated, it covers
in detail: ropes, knots, rigging, harnesses,
rappelling, ascending, and belaying. Includes a
complete training program.
Hardback, 382 p. $ 32. Member $ 30.

Caving Basics

On Call

A Comprehensive Guide
for Beginning Cavers

A Complete Reference for Cave Rescue

                  

G. Thomas Rea,
Editor
Now in its third edition,
this popular book covers
everything the beginning
caver needs to know
about exploring the
underground wilderness
safely and responsibly.
Includes complete data on the latest
techniques and equipment, plus definitive
chapters on cave sciences: geology, biology,
and archaeology.
This book is an ideal starting point for
beginning cavers.
Paperback, 188 p. $ 11. Member $ 10.

New Cave Minerals of the World

Price  Carol
Hill and Paolo Forti
$45
Beautifully illustrated
in full color with
nearly 300 color
photos, this book
describes all of the
world’s 255 known
cave minerals.
Written in crisp,
easy to read text,
readers from all
backgrounds will be
enchanted to discover the delicate beauty
and diversity found in the silent darkness
of the underground wilderness.
Hardback, full color, 464 p.
NEW LOWER PRICE $ 45



John C. Hempel and Annette
Fregeau-Conover, Editors

Brings together the
knowledge and experiences accumulated
by cave rescuers during 50 years of rescue
in the caves of the
Americas. It is intended
to serve as a comprehensive reference for those involved in
cave rescue. It can also serve as a field
guide for rescue squads and Search and
Rescue (SAR) teams, who are occasionally called on to work within a cave.
Hardback and paperback, 384 p. $ 35
and $ 27. Member $ 33 and $ 25.
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Dunbar Cave

The Showplace of the South



Larry E. Matthews
• Dunbar Cave—first explored
8,000 years ago by Native
Americans—is now one of
America’s major caves.
• Share the excitement as cave
explorers and scuba divers
discover miles of new passage in a cave
already thoroughly explored for 150 years.
Paperback, 146 p. $16. Member $15.
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On Caves and Cameras

 

Norman R. Thompson and
John Van Swearingen IV
Written by many of the NSS’s
leading cave photographers,
On Caves and Cameras is
copiously illustrated with
photographs and drawings. It
includes a gallery of stunning
color images, plus information about how
each photograph was taken.
Hardback, 336 p. $ 38. Member $ 35.

ON STATION


George Dasher

This book covers
everything both
the beginning and
experienced cave
surveyor needs to
know about
surveying and
mapping caves.
First it shows how to collect complete and accurate survey data, then
how to draft a precise and attractive
cave map ready for reproduction.
Hardback, 248 p. $ 17. Member $ 16

Evolution of Karst Aquifers

Speleo Digest





A.B. Klimchouk, D.C. Ford, A.N.
Palmer, and W. Dreybrodt, Editors
This book is a pioneer
attempt by an international group of cave
scientists to: • Summarize
modern knowledge
about the origin of caves
in various settings. • Examine the variety of
approaches adopted.
• Outline the role of
speleogenesis in karst aquifer evolution.
Hardback, 528 p. $ 60. Member $ 56.
NOW: Order on line at: http:// www. caves.
org/service/bookstore or 256-852-1300

The Best-of-theBest from Grotto
Newsletters–
Each and Every
Year
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1977

• Cave descriptions
and maps • Detailed
exploration stories
• Techniques • Equipment • History • Fic- Nationa
l Speleologic
al Society
tion. • Humor • Art .
Member Prices: • 2002 $19.
• 2001 $23 • 2000, 1999, 1998, 1994 $19.
• 1993 $7.50 • 1992, 1991, 1990 $ 19 • 1989
(reprint) $61 (only 23 left). 1988 $19. 1986, 1984,
1983 $7.50 • 1980, 1978, 1977 only $ 2.50

